Banner Pole - with Dual Suction Cup System
Item Code: WBS-S-CC-D

FOB Price:

$11.15/pc

Mini Order:

1 pack (10pcs / pack)

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

46.2lb (20.98kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
• Great for your interior and exterior advertisement need.
• Simple assembly, it does not require any tools.
• Integrated system with dual suction cup, powerful and reliable.
Includes:
. Flag pole
. Dual suction cup system
. Plastic package for each, 10pcs/ctn

Maximize the exposure of your business by displaying this eye catching Banner Pole! It draws the customers attention to your shop.
Hang a promotional banner or flag from `the` handy flag holder or banner pole and see immediate results.
This suction cup mounted holder is a Banner Pole used for advertising an event, sale or grand openings. Great for indoor and outdoor
use,the Banner Pole sticks to any non-porous surfaces, such as a window, mirror, or even tile. The Banner Pole is lightweight and
portable, it has two suction cupsthat are attached to a plastic base, it is design to secure the flag pole. The plastic base allows the
aluminum pole to stand straight or be easily angled depending on the visual preference.This Banner Pole, called, window mounted
banner holder or suction cup flag pole, comes with a durable mesh carrying bag. Take the pole and fiber post with the ring, out of the
carrying bag;slide the ring off and guide the post through the top of the aluminum pole; hen slide the ring back into `the` post and secure
the position. Finally attach the banner or flag to the pole and suction to the surface. The highly functional Banner Pole is an inexpensive,
practical advertising tool and the ideal solution to getyour message out.

Details
Material

Aluminum, Plastic

Banner Size

19.7" W x 49.3" H(50cm W x 125cm H)

Package/pc

Plastic package

Package Size/ctn
G.W./ctn

22"x9"32"/10pcs(57x23x80cm/10pcs)
18.5lb(8.4kg)

Tags
Banner Pole banner poles and stands
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